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King. When the Kentish men petitioned Parliament to
vote supplies for war with France, Parliament imprisoned
several of the petitioners. In 1710 the Bill imposing a
landed property qualification on members was an attempt
to make Parliament the representative of the landed aris-
tocracy and to exclude the moneyed men. The Peerage
Bill was an attempt to establish the power of the existing
aristocracy over the constitution of the House of Lords.
The passing of the Last Determination Acts and the hearing
of election petitions were conducted in the same spirit of
resistance to popular pressure. The insistence on the
privileges of Parliament, particularly of the privilege of
freedom from arrest, the action taken against Wilkes, the
refusal to allow the secrecy of Parliamentary proceedings to
be prejudiced by the reporting of business or by the admis-
sion of strangers, all show how jealous Parliament was of
outside influences.
but never Yet Parliament was never entirely impervious to public
independent        .   .	^         x	.	r
of it.	opinion.    When  popular feeling was roused it was usual
for members even for close boroughs to consult their con-
stituents.   After the fall of Walpole, over forty constituencies
instructed their members to press for an enquiry into his
conduct.1   The Government had to be particularly careful
not to force members for nonconformist constituencies to
vote against the Bill for the Relief of Dissenters in I772.2
Many of the members for counties and large boroughs were
Parliament   under an obligation " of honouring their constituents by
preheats "the voting  for  Wilkes"   against  the  Court  party.    Though
conscious7     Parliament did not fairly represent the nation as a whole, yet
class.	it did fairly represent the dominant and politically conscious
class at a time when the working classes were still politically
dormant. It was not only rotten boroughs which elected
relatives of the aristocracy: the counties and large towns
were almost equally anxious to have aristocrats as their
representatives, and middle-class men were rarely chosen
even by free constituencies.3 Nor was there a particular
type of member who occupied the seats for close or even
1 Porritt, op. cit.t p. #68.	2 Ibid., pp. 276-7.
3 Namier, Eng. in Age ofAmer. RevoL, pp. 253-4.

